KIMMETT CUP 2019 WISH AMBASSADORS
THE LOW TRIPLETS

Thomas, Luke, and Mason are fun, happy, and active identical four-year-old triplets. They spend all their time
together running around, wrestling, or playing LEGO. Their bond is very strong and they always work as a
team. When it comes to play, they put their heads together – like when they figured out how to climb over the
couch when one of them couldn’t do alone! You could probably guess that going to bed is always a bit of a
party in the Low house.
When they were three months old, the boys’ father, Richard,
noticed that Mason’s left pupil was oddly shaped. Upon
inspecting a photo, he noticed Mason’s eye didn’t turn red
with the flash on. They knew this meant light was not
reflecting off his retina – something was wrong. After taking
him to have it checked, Mason was diagnosed the next day
with retinoblastoma, a cancer of the eye.
The family took Luke and Thomas the day after that and they
were diagnosed with the same condition. Because all three
boys are identical, their retinoblastoma was the result of a
unique mutation that all three boys shared. The boys would
each need to have surgery. Thomas had his right eye removed
while Luke and Mason had their left eye removed. Initially it
was a struggle, being infants with only one functioning eye –
but the boys rebounded quickly! Now that it’s been a few years, they have adapted to their condition and it
certainly does not hold them back.
Thomas, Luke, and Mason haven’t picked any of their wishes just yet. They’ve been brainstorming together
and know one of them should wish for a trip somewhere warm, like LEGOLAND at Disney World. Their older
brother has been doing his best to persuade the triplets to choose a warm locale, but they plan to stick to
their guns! As for their other two wishes, they love riding scooters and bikes so a wish around those activities
is also being considered by the three boys!
No matter what, it will be triple the wish power!

